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folder locker supports file and folder recovery. just launch folder locker, hit
the hotkey combination, and select the recovery mode. then choose a
recovery mode that works for your needs. you can even use the deleted
file recovery mode to recover deleted files. folder locker can create secure
storage locations in your system's memory. you can name them anything
you like, whether it's a standard drive or a virtual one. you can even link
them to existing drives. the locations can be encrypted, and you can
choose a password. you can even use these locations to store document
encryption keys. you can use the locations for your password vault or use
them to store your user ids and passwords. you can even encrypt the
locations themselves. folder lock free is a secure and convenient utility for
users to control the access of their private files and folders. you can set the
hidden files and folders to be open or protected. you can also set a
password for each folder. its very easy to use. folder lock free comes with a
friendly interface, and is designed to be as easy to use as possible. you can
control folder lock free from anywhere through your web browser. unlock
safe folder keeps your folders unlocked. you can lock your private folders
so that unauthorized users cannot access them. you can set a password so
that unauthorized users cannot access those files. the installation process
is quick and easy, and you can set the app up even if you have not seen a
computer before. if adding an additional security layer to your data is all
you need, you would find this tool more than just handy.
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folder lock can also encrypt windows system files. if you're concerned
about the health of your windows installation, you can set up a locker with

an offset to protect system files on the disk. these include drivers, the
registry, and more. once you're done setting up your locker, you'll have to

restart your computer, but you can run it off a usb stick to make the
process as quick as possible. if you want to open your files up to other

windows users, you can also share folders to make it easier for people to
access files without having to store them locally. folder lock doesn't have
any more complicated sharing options, however, and its sharing tools are
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pretty basic. the only other issue that users should be aware of is that
folder lock for windows is unprotected against forced decryption. while
your data is being decrypted, your file shares will be available to any

application that has access to the drive. if you want to encrypt files that
are shared by another user, you'll need to set up a shared folder on the
windows file server that can be accessed by the other user, in much the

same way as folder lock allows you to share folders. the main screen shows
where your data is stored, and lists the files you've locked. you can hide,

lock, and access them all using a single mouse click. folder lock lite
supports drag and drop as well. the program's documentation was patchy.
it lists a number of possible locations for the locker file, but doesn't tell you

where they are or how to change them. when i asked support, they said
that these settings are stored in the registry. but this is a mystery that it

doesn't explain. 5ec8ef588b
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